Scooter Parking Dimensions (Used for estimating number of spaces):

Dimensions used along trails:

Dimensions used in other spaces:

*4ft x 2ft used as the estimated footprint of dockless scooter
State Street Near Trees (North and South Sides)  
Estimated Number of Spots: 100
State Street - N Chauncey to Northwestern
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State Street - Northwestern to Grant
Corner of Northwestern and Columbia
Estimated Number of Spots: 13

Parking space was truncated for ADA compliant 30"x48" space next to bench.
Corner of Chauncey Ave and Columbia St
Estimated Number of Spots: 10
South Street Between N Chauncey and N Salisbury
Estimated Number of Spots: 30
South Street - N Chauncey to Salisbury
River Road Trail Across from Launch Apartments
Plan for 3 of these Spaces
Estimated Number of Spots: 36
Williams Street Sidewalk (North Side)
Plan for 3 48ft sections
Estimated Number of Spots: 36
New Section of Williams Street Sidewalk (North Side)
Plan for 3 48ft sections
Estimated Number of Spots: 36
South Side of State Street  West of Tapawingo
Estimated Number of Spots: 20
River Road Trail In Front of Apartments Between Wood and Tapawingo
Estimated Number of Spots: 12
Northwestern and North Street
Estimated Number of Spots: 15
Salisbury Street Bus Stop Near Navajo Intersection
Estimated Number of Spots: 10
Happy Hollow Elementary Bike Rack
Estimated Number of Spots: 12
Bus Stop Near Pay Less on Salisbury
Estimated Number of Spots: 5
Trail on North Side of Cumberland
96 ft section
Estimated Number of Spots: 24
Trail Near Community Center
Estimated Number of Spots: 15
Trail Near Northwestern and Lindberg
Estimated Number of Spots: 15
Trail Near Northwestern and Sagamore
Estimated Number of Spots: 15
Trail on West Side of Wal-Mart Parking Lot
Estimated Number of Spots: 12
Grant and Wood Street Near Dauch
Estimated Number of Spots: 6

Not Installed
Northwestern and State Street Plaza
Estimated Number of Spots: 10